MARVEL is a rule-based deve1opnien.t environment (RBDE) 
1 Introduction and motivation !Software development environments (SDEs) assist, developers of software projects in organizing the project's components and carrying out its development process. Every software project assumes a specific organization for its components, and a specific development process, which might be different from oth,er projects. Thus, it is not appropriate to build a single software development environment, with a hardwired assistance model. Instead, the assistance should be knowledge-based. In order tfo provide intelhgent assistance, an SDE needs two specifications: the: project's data model and the project's development process.
MARVEL is an instance of a pa.rticular class of SDEs, called rule-based development eii,uironments (RBDEs), which use a rule-based model of the development process. A project administrator writes a specification of the project's process model and loads it into MARVEL. MARVEL then tailors its functionality accordingly and presents the user with a choice of commands that correspond to the loaded rules. MAR-VEL provides automated assistance by applying forward and backward chaining among the rules in order to automatically invoke activities that are parts of the development process.
One distinguishing feature of MARVEL is its integration of object-oriented data modeling and rulebased process modeling [a] . Each development activity is modeled as a rule that specifies the condition for invoking the activity and the effect of the activity on the components. The components are modeled as objects and stored in the project's persistent object database. The attributes of each object and its relationships to other objects are defined by its class. The rules are treated as methods of these classes; in particular, each rule has a formal parameter whose type is a specific object class.
When a user requests a command, the corresponding rule is invoked. The formal parameter of the rule is bound to the object selected by the user. For example, the use: might wish to edit the CFILE c1. MARVEL invokes the EDIT rule from figure 1 and binds ?c to c1.
If the changes that the rule introduces to this object cause the conditions of other rules to become satisfied, MARVEL automatically fires each of these rules and attempts to bind their formal parameters to actual objects. MARVEL must infer which objects to bind to the formal parameters of the rules in the chain. The selection of these objects is a difficult problem when a rule that is a method of one class chains to a rule that is a method of another class, and thus a different object must be bound to the formal parameter of the second rule. In addition, recursive data definitions cause chaining between rules that act on different objects within the same class. We call the problem of binding parameters of rules in a rule chain the chaini n g problem.
In this paper, we describe the chaining problem and explain how it is solved in MARVEL. We describe MARVEL, detailing only those aspects necessary to understand the chaining problem and our solutions; for a more complete description of MARVEL, see [ll, la] . We next explain the chaining problem with a motivating example. We describe a heuristic approach to solving this problem and then give an example that shows the limitations of this approach. We then present a better algorithmic solution and describe the implementations of the two approa.ches. We conclude with related work on RBDEs and other kinds of rule-based systems, and summarize our contributions.
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MARVEL overview
MARVEL is an RBDE that allows a. project administrator to create a.nd tailor an environment by defining a data model and a process model in the MSL specification language. Software artifacts (i.e., code, documentation) are abstraded as instances of classes, which are defined in the data. model, a.nd stored in an object database (henceforth called an objectbase. The attributes of each object are defined by its class; for example, a PROJECT object has a set attribute 12-braries which contains objects from the LIB class. For clarity, the names of other a.ttributes we not shown in figure 1. The set attributes create a. conipositeobject hierarchy. Figure 1 depicts a. sample compositeobject hierarchy and an objectbase instance for this hierarchy. Each object in this example belongs to the class with the same first letter. Note how the group object g is composed of an instance of class HFILE (hl) and two instances of class PROJECT (p1 hiid p2).
Essentially, the composite-object hierarchy represents an "IS-PART" relationship. MARVEL also provides for links from one object, to another. For example, in figure 1, the cla.ss CFILE has a link attribute, includes (dashed line), to a.n HFILE. This link specifies that an instance of the CFILE is associated with a particular HFILE. Links and composite-objects enhance the power of the MSL rule language by allowing queries in the rules to traverse the objectbase structure; we term such queries as structural.
The process model is defined by a. set of rules; each rule specifies a condition that must be satisfied for the rule to fire, and e.tfects that a.ssert, changes on tjhe objectbase. The collection of all the rules for a certain project, is termed t8he rulebase of t,lia.t project,. Since rules in MARVEL are methods on ohject,s, they each 
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, which allow the query to navigate through the objectbase. Member finds the parent/child of an object, ancestor finds ancestors/descendents (in the composite-object hierarchy) for a given object, and lanklo finds objects that are linked to, or from, a given object For example, the T O U C H [?M:MODULE] rule from figure 2 requires an object from the MODULE class as the formal parameter, and makes a query on the objectbase to determine the two derived parameters. ?r is defined as "a MODULE that is a member of the modules set attribute of ?m and whose status attribute is Modified" and ?c as "a cFILE that is a member of the cfiles attribute of ?m and whose status attribute i s Modified." When quantified with forall (V), the derived parameter IS bound to all the objects returned by t,he query, while exasts (3) binds the parameter to the first such object found 'The condition of each MARVEL rule determines the logical state of the objectbase necessary for it to fire. For example, in figure 1 the intended CFILE object must be reserved (res attribute set to Reserved) before editing. The condition is constructed from predicates based on the rule's parameters (formal and derived), which must be satisfied for the rule to fire. If a predicate in the condition is false, it is said to be unsatisfied, and backward chaining could be automatically initiated on this failed predicate in an attempt to satisfy it; this is similar to attempting to achieve a submgoal.
IEach MARVEL rule has a set of mutually exclusive effects that are asserted on the objectbase upon completion of the rule. For example, the EDIT rule in figure 1 asserts that the CFILE object has been modified (the status attribute is set to Modified). Once an effect is asserted on the objectbase, forward chaining could be initiated to automatically fire other rules.
A forward chain from one rule to another is initiated if the effect of the first rule makes a.n assertion that satisfies the Condition of the second.
When the user invokes a rule r whose condition is not satisfied, backward chaining is initiated on a failed predicate p in the condition to attempt to satisfy it.
The system collects together into a set Sb those rules that have an effect that satisfies p . The system then repeatedly removes and invokes ri from this set until either p is satisfied, or Sb is empty. Since backward chaining is a recursive process, the system might initiate a backward chain to satisfy the condition of ri. Because a condition is a combination of predicates, satisfying p might still not satisfy the entire condition for r , so this backward chaining process is repeated until the condition is satisfied, or all possibilities are exh.austed.
.Forward chaining is initiated when a predicate p
in the effect of a rule is asserted on the objectbase.
MARVEL determines those rules ri E S,f whose condition might become satisfied because of this assertion. This is a tenuous connection since the condition of rule ri might be composed of many predicates, and the system has chosen only one of these a,s a. reason to forward cha.in; however, this provides MARVEL with an automatic way to logically determine the flow of control in the system.
Chaining problem
'When a rule-based system det#ermines tha.t, it must, chain to rule ri, it must determine which object to bind to ri's formal parameter; this is the essence of the The ability to make such queries gives the rules more power (their activities are not limited to formal parameters), but it complicates chaining. Consider a forward chain to ri based on a predicate with a derived parameter. In order for the system to fire r i , it must determine the object to bind to vi's formal parameter. For example, if the EDIT rule from figure 1 is invoked on c: , then a forward chain is initiated to TOUCH[?M:MODULE], but it is not readily apparent to what object ?m should be bound as there exists four MODULE objects.
Note that the chaining problem appears when backward chaining to a given rule ri, since ri has a formal parameter that the system must determine. In the current MARVEL implementation, however, we bypass t,his problem since we restrict effects t80 make assertions only on the formal parameter, not derived ones. During forward chaining, the chaining problem ap-pears since the condition of a rule can involve derived parameters. Specifically, in forward chaining to ~i , the predicate p which caused the chaining might be based on a derived parameter, and the system must determine the object to bind to ri's formal parameter.
There are several possible ways to determine the objects to bind to the formal parameter of a forwardchained rule:
Manual: The system could ask the user for the specific object with which to invoke the rule. The main drawback to this policy is that the user should not need to know the details of rules and chaining. In addition, the user might respond incorrectly, causing the system to perform unnecessary activities aiid fail t,o enact the proper activities.
Heuristics:
The system can use heuristics tjo search for the proper object. If the system assumes that rule chaining occurs in a localized area in the objectbase, then the search space can be kept small.
Logical:
Since the derived parameters are logically determined, it might be possible to invert, this logic to determine the proper object to use.
In the next two sections, we explore heuristic and logical approaches to solving the chaining problem, and describe the current MARVEL implementation.
4 Heuristic approach MARVEL'S heuristics search "near" an object to determine the proper objects to use during chaining. In doing so, MARVEL makes use of the composite-object hierarchy, since it assumes t,liat objects near each other in the hierarchy are semantically related. The search path also include links (see section 2 ) ? since they also define semantic associations between objects. During a forward chain to rule Y, from a rule invoked with object 0, we search for the object to bind to rz's formal parameter in the following order. Step 1 discovers the object for the LINK rule, while step 2 takes care of TOUCH. The heuristic cannot stop at the first candidate found, but must collect all candidates together since it is possible to have multiple instantiations of the same rule with different objects as well as different rules with same or different objects.
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Algorithmic approach
If we add the TOUCH[?L:LIB] rule shown in figure 3 to the example from figure 2, our heuristic approach fails to generate the proper formal parameter to use for chaining. This rule queries the objectbase for the PROJECT The heuristic approach outlined in the previous section will fail to determine the formal parameter since 11 is a sibling of ml (see figure l) , and falls outside the search space. Although we could extend the heuristics to include siblings, there will always be cases which fail for any fixed searching heuristic. The algorithmic approach, however, will be able to correctly invert the derived parameters to generate the possibilities for chaining.
The intuition behind the algorithmic approach is that each structural query (from section 2) is itself invertible (not as in mathematics, but as a shorthand for reverse-evaluate We outline our algorithm in figure 4 . We assume thiit each rule has a dependency graph that determines the dependencies between parameters in a given rule.
In figure 3 , for example, ?m is dependent upon ?p which is dependent upon ?l. This information is staticallly determined from the derived parameters. Assuime that MARVEL initiates a forward chain from rule T t80 rule r; because a predicate p in T satisfies a predicalte q in T i ' s condition. The object 0 changed by p is subsequently bound to the prameter V that q operates on. If V is the formal pa.rameter of 7*i, then the system invokes ri on 3 . Otherwise, V is a derived parameter.
The algorithm inverts each prameter in the dependency graph, starting from V, until the formal parameter is determined. The Augment procedure in figure 4 reverse-evaluates the expression of a qmntified parameter to determine those objects to which other parameters can be bound. For example, line 6 in Augment covers the example on member mentioned earlier in this section. If the formal parameter rema.ins undetermined, then the system cannot a.nd shordd not chain to ~i .
In contrast, failure to determine the formal parameter using the heuristic approach, niight only mean thiit the heuristic is too weak.
In figure 5 we see the results of the forward chain after MARVEL has invoked T O U C H [ m l ] from figure 2. When the predicate (?m. s t a t u s = Modified) is asserted on the objectbase, the system forward chains to the TOUCH[?L:LIB] rule from figure 3. To determine the object to bind to the forrnd prameter, the systern inverts the expression that defines the pa.ra.meter ?nn. Initially, ?in is bound to m l . Figure 5 outlines the progress of the algorithm, giving key values at the specified lines. Note how the algorithm inverts the expressions for ?m and ?p in order, as it proceeds to determine ?l. After the first call to Augment, pi is added to the list of objects bound to ?p (in line 8).
The second iteration inverts the expression for ?p and binds ?1 to ll. This determines the formal para.meter, and TOUCH is instantiated for 11.
This logical inversion process is preferred siiic,e the expression for a para.met>er c,an be a,rbit<ra.rily complicated, and any heuristic, aside from searching the entire objectbase, can potentially fail to find certain objects that could be bound to the formal parameter. In MARVEL, and RBDEs in general, the objectbase inight ?Par.objects is the set of objects that are bound to ?Par. ?T.value is the set of parameter augmentations generated by the AUGMENT procedure for a given expression. ?F is the formal parameter of the chained-to rule. S is a stack of parameters t o be inverted. ,, Fcr every (derived) parameter that has had its set ;; of possible objects augmented by the previous ;; previous function, push onto the stack S .
FOR every parameter ?P in T.value DO contain several thousand, and possibly inore, objects; it would be extremely inefficient to perform a search on the entire objectbase. The inversion of a structural query is effectively a localized search which a heuristic search attempts to approximate.
Implementation
This section briefly describes the static and dynamic support currently implemented in MARVEL for chaining. Since the data and process models are tailorable, MARVEL reads in their specifications! as written in the MSL language by the administrator of the environment. The system compiles a rule iietwork, an efficient data structure that maintains the chaining possibilities (both backward and forward) for each predicate in each rule. This rule network is stored on disk upon completion for later invocat,ions of MARVEL. Because this is an expensive process, it. is executed only when either model changes.
The runtime support, is provided by the Opportunist, which is MARVEL'S chaining engine. When the user issues a command, the Opportunist matches this to a rule r in the rulebase. The user selects the argument from the objectbase and then the system invokes r . First, MARVEL generaks the derived parameters by sequentially evaluating each of the quantified expressions in r's condition. Next, MARVEL evaluates the predicates that must be true for P to fire. If there is a predicate p that is not satisfied, then MARVEL collects from the rule network those rules P, that have an effect that satisfy this predicate. MARVEL invokes these rules until the set is exhausted or the predicate is satisfied. MARVEL binds the failed object to P,'S formal parameter since effects are restricted to be based on the formal parameter.
Once r's condition is satisfied, MARVEL executes P'S activity with the necessary information (see [7] for a full description of this process) and asserts the proper effect as determined by the result of this execution. MARVEL asserts every predicate p from this effect on the objectbase and collects those rules from the rule network that may now be satisfied. MARVEL enters the forward chaining cycle, and automatically invokes each of these rules T, in turn, potentially generating more rules to invoke in a recursive manner.
To invoke these rules, MARVEL must determine the object to bind to T,'S formal parameter from the predicate p , we first describe the heuristic solution. If the object 0, in p is of the proper class, then MARVEL binds the formal parameter to 0,. Otherwise MAR-VEL performs a search from the object bound to r's formal parameter based upon the heuristics described in section 4 If MARVEL is unable to find one, then it does not invoke the rule. In the algorithmic approach, MARVEL performs the Augment procedure on the predicate q from r,'s precondition that p has satisfied. MARVEL then instantiates r, for all the objects that are bound to its formal parameter; if there are none bound, then r, is not invoked.
Related work
There are many other systems that support zntellageiit assastance; we focus on those systems that execute some form of chaining to perform this assistance.
EPOS [13] and TPLAN [6] attempt to achieve subgoals (backward chaining) when the condition for an invoked rule is not satisfied. Darwin [14] carries out inferencing to determine whether or not an activity is allowed. These kind of systems perform strictly backward chaining, and are usually Prolog-based. The unification scheme in Prolog successfully determines parameters to match because the body of Prolog clauses have no quantified expressions like those in MSL. If MARVEL allowed effects to be asserted on derived parameters, rather than just the formal parameter, then backward chaining would also be affected by the chaining problem. As it stands, however, MARVEL'S backward chaining cycle, like Prolog unification, is straightforward.
Oikos [l] extends a Darwin-like system to more complicated control structures among rules, but uses a blackboard scheme that passes all necessary information from one blackboard to another directly, thus bypassing the chaining problem. The MERLIN [9] system ha:: both backward and forward chaining capabilities, but it avoids the chaining problem; backward chaining; is resolved through Prolog-style unification, while forward chaining explicitly lists the parameters (much like a blackboard scheme) that are passed from one rule to the next. ALF [SI has forward chaining capabilities, but the paper does not state how it determines parameters.
Odin [3] , AP5 [4] and OPs5 systems have rules that are triggers activated when the state of the objectbase changes. The chaining problem does not appear under this data-driven approach, since there is no specified flow of control. Rule-based database systems like POSTGRES [15] work in a similar fashion.
The composite-object hierarchy allows MARVEL to matke efficient structural queries to the objectbase; the algorithmic approa.ch outlined in section 5 is dependent on this structure, since this makes an efficient inversion process. The PROBE DBMS [5] provides for queries on databases, and outlines some methods for optimization. If a system has relations, instead of structure, that determine the interconnections between the object entities (like in EPOS) then these structural queries can also be implemented, but will onliy be as efficient as the system's query optimizer.
GRAPPLE [IO] is except,ionaI, in -t>lia.t it, explicitsly addresses the parameter issue that arises in cha.ining between rules. The system does not provide a method for producing objects to use as parameters, but uses a set of axioms to verify that a given object is a legal choice.
Contributions
In an earlier implementation of MARVEL we addressed the chaining p r o b l e m by using a fixed set of heuristics to search for the proper para.meter. Our he-uristics seemed satisfactory for maiiy cases. However, as we enhanced the MSL rule language and began experimenting with more intricate rules, chaining cases arose that escaped our heuristics. One possibility would be t.0 increase the brea.dth of t,he searching heuristics, but these cases c a a be more efficiently solved by logically inverting the derived parameters.
We have now implemented an algorithm that performs this inversion process for an arbitrarily complex MSL rule. In this paper we have restricted the rules to have a single formal parameter; in reality, MARVEL allows rules to be multi-methods with multiple parameters. We are currently investigating the extension of the approaches described in this paper to deal with multiple formal parameters.
